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* No False Promises, just
my promise that I will
work as a team with the
other supervisors to be
effective and get things
done!

DISTRICT

* No endorsements
accepted; I’m not accepting endorsements from
special interest groups,
because I don’t want to
be working on their
behalf and not yours at
City Hall.

6
“EXPERIENCE COUNTS. . .
SUSTAINABLE NEW IDEAS”
• Pro-active: 40 days in jail as a civil rights Freedom Rider

* Let me be your voice at
City Hall and I will
make an honest effort to
get the things you the
voters want done!

• Helped pass the first-in-the-nation law
prohibiting job discrimination against gays
• Voted for San Francisco’s rent control law
• Legal Counsel Medical Marijuana, Inc.
• Supports zero emissions, city-wide taxi access
& easier bicycle usage

VOTE FOR BRENTON HOLLAND
FOR SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 6

• Founder: Every Child A Wanted Child RU-486 NOW
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EVERYONE DESERVES A PLACE TO LAY HIS HEAD

Recall Willie Brown
Sign the Petition

Imagine 14,000 homeless digging a tunnel
under Nob Hill for $49/hr plus shelter

VOTE

James Leo Dunn

www.RecallBrown.com
Volunteer 661-3600
Recall 101
Ten percent of all registered voters must sign a recall petition in order to
demand a recall election. 46,556 valid signatures are needed. The
Department of Elections must put on an election between 88 and 120 days
after the signatures are verified as sufficient. The recall election on
Tuesday June 5, 2001 will have two questions on the ballot:

Joan Roughgarden
District 6 Supervisor

No. 1: Shall Willie Brown Jr. be recalled (removed) from the office of Mayor?
Yes or No! No. 2: Who shall replace him? [List of Mayoral Candidates]

Statue of Diversity

Mayor Brown may not run for Mayor in his recall election. If 50 percent
of voters plus 1, vote to recall Brown, he is removed from office. The candidate with the largest number of votes becomes the Mayor. If Ammiano,
Jordan, Riley, and other candidates deliver their supporters to the polls,
Brown will be recalled. If a young, articulate, intelligent, and moderate
candidate who has never run for Mayor puts his hat in the ring, he
may be elected mayor. If this popular candidate stepped forward, would
the soft money interests support Brown or the popular candidate? State
law does not allow for a runoff if no candidate gets more than 50 percent
of the vote. If there were a runoff, Brown could not run even as a writein candidate. If Brown is recall on June 5, 2001, will he ever be elected to
public office again? Can a small group of thoughtful committed San Francisco citizens removed our very powerful Mayor from office? Has
Brown's ship of state hit an iceberg and can anyone stop the flow of water
to prevent it from sinking to the bottom of the cold political ocean?

I'd be honored to have your vote. Thank you.

HANK WILSON
22 years educating,
working and renting
in District 6
776 – 7612

For the latest on the recall effort visit: www.RecallBrown.com
415-661-3600
Jim Reid, San Francisco citizen
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Education

I listen.

Some say Diane beat a recall drive, why could not Willie. Feinstein was
a rising star with a high approval rating at the beginning of her political
career. Brown is a falling star with his lowest approval rating at the end
of his political career. Rumor has it that his approval rating is at 21 percent. If this is true, who will our next Mayor be?
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